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LE EDIS Anlagenbau GmbH was 
founded in 1995 and has wide-
ranging experience with the 
production of plant, machines
and systems as prototypes and
in small series. 

Our core competence lies in the 
production of entire subassemblies 
for various high-tech sectors such 
as solar technology, vacuum tech-
nology and coating technology. 

Over 100 highly motivated emplo-
yees produce customized machines, 
plant and subassemblies to a high 
standard of quality in production 
facilities occupying over 10,000 m². 

We supervise your projects from
development with prototype pro-
duction and design through to sub-
assembly production and assembly. 
In doing so, we give priority to top 
quality, reliability and efficiency. 

For our customers engaged in inter-
national mechanical engineering, 
outsourcing is an important competi-
tive factor. They continually entrust 
some of their production activities 
to us or overcome capacity bottle-
necks by temporarily resorting to 
our services. Our regular customers 
appreciate our expertise and rely 
on our strict quality management 
system acc. to DIN ISO EN 9001. 

QM SYSTEM: DIN ISO EN 9001
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Precise conception, design
and documentation

EDIS develops complete machines, 
plant and high-tech single compo-
nents and subassemblies for lead-
ing industrial companies. For this 
we make use of our special skills 
in vacuum technology, clean room 
technology and special-purpose 
mechanical engineering. 

Experienced designers, engineers 
and technicians cooperate closely 
with the customer in producing the 
configuration, design and produc-
tion documentation. 

Our design work is carried out on 
advanced, efficient workstations 
in 3D with SOLID EDGE. Data 
inter change with our customers is 
performed via a wide range of in-
terfaces and data formats, e.g. DXF, 
DWG, STEP, PARASOLID, ProE, IGES, 
DGN, UNIGRAPHICS etc. 

Thanks to constant coordination 
with the customer, we can ensure 
superlative quality in the develop-
ment of the performance specifica-
tions and machine or plant docu-
mentation. 
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CNC laser cutting 

Our highly advanced laser cutting 
centre permits extremely cost-effec-
tive precision cutting with rapid 
throughput and high productivity.

CNC laser cutting technology faci-
litates high cutting speeds, precise 
cut guidance even on the most 
complex shapes and oxide-free 
cut surfaces.

Thanks to the elimination of 
conventional tools, laser cutting 
technology is also ideal for small 
and medium-size series, pilot runs, 
one-offs and prototypes as well 
as for large components such as 
hoods, housings and claddings.

Our high-performace flat-bed laser
(Trumpf TRU3040) facilitates precise 
cuttings up to the following material
thicknesses: 16 mm stainless steel, 
20 mm steel and 10 mm aluminum.

CNC bending

Thanks to the advanced equipment in our bending centres, 
maximum precision is ensured during the edge-bending of
a variety of sheet metal parts, even in the case of narrow 
tolerances. Our edge-bending presses have working ranges 
of up to 4,000 mm bending length and pressing forces of
up to 5,000 kN.

This department also includes other CNC-controlled precision 
machines. Thanks to precise programming with state-of-the-
art programming software, we can ensure machining with 
high angle accuracy. For safety’s sake, it is also possible to si-
mulate the process in advance. We have a very large selection 
of tools with wide-ranging geometries at our disposal. 
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is equipped with a high-
performance metal sheet 
handling system.
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CNC turning

Our turning department makes use of advanced CNC and NC machines 
and is perfectly equipped for the production of turned parts made of any 
material. 

Frequently machined are stainless
steel and standard steel, copper 
alloys and plastics. We can handle
diameters up to 1,000 mm and 
lengths of 2,000 mm (see services
table on pages 14/15).

CNC milling

In our modern CNC milling shop, we are capable of machining anything 
from the smallest workpieces to components with a piece weight of up to
5,000 kg. 

The maximum sizes are currently
5,000 x 2,880 x 1,980 mm (see
services table on pages 14/15).

Complex parts are programmed
externally with CAD-CAM software.
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Cleaning

Depending on how the workpieces and sub-
assemblies are to be further-treated, they can be 
subjected to one or more cleaning processes. 

EDIS has the following modern cleaning systems:

¡ Hot steam cleaning
¡ Cold phosphating (degreasing)
¡ Ultrasonic cleaning
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Ultrasonic cleaning

Abrasive blasting

EDIS has two blasting booths (one for stain-
less steel, one for standard steel) in which the 
surfaces of workpieces and subassemblies can 
be efficiently prepared for the envisaged surface 
finish. Depending on the application, different 
techniques can be employed:

¡ Glass bead blasting
¡ Aluminium oxide blasting
¡ Roughening
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Wide variety of 
surface treatment methods

Together with our dependable
partners, every one of them an
experienced specialist, we can 
offer our customers virtually any
desired surface treatment or 
finish in an excellent standard
of quality. For instance:

¡ Priming
¡ Coating
¡ Electropolishing
¡ Anodizing
¡ Galvanizing
¡ Nickel-plating, etc.

Before the next processing step (e.g. powder coating) 
we degrease components on our high-performance 
cold phosphating unit.

Powder coating

Our modern, environmentally 
friendly and semi-automatic 
powder coating system is designed 
for single parts and small series. 
It is suitable for coating with the 
colours and textures selected by
the customer. 

It consists of a washing machine for 
degreasing and a powder coating 
wall for powder application with 
a hand-held gun. Two ovens are 
available for subsequent baking:

¡ Oven I: L 3.0 x W 1.2 x H 1.7 m
¡ Oven II: L 4.2 x W 1.8 x H 2.5 m

Individual finish 
according to customer‘s 
requirements: powder 
coating facilitates high-
resistant quality surfaces 
in a wide variety of 
colours and structures.
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Welding 

Our welding department consists
of two spatially separate workshops 
(for stainless steel and standard 
steel).

Available in each are eight welding 
workstations, all equipped with 
precision welding tables to make 
highly efficient and productive 
welding possible. 

Our tested welding specialists pro-
cess all conventional materials such 
as steel, stainless steel and alumi-
nium with great precision.

JOINING TECHNOLOGIES

Our joining technologies
¡ TIG (tungsten inert gas welding)
¡ MAG (metal active gas welding)
¡ Orbital welding
¡ Spot welding
¡ Brazing
¡ Soldering

Our joining certificates
¡ DIN EN 1090-1
¡ DIN 18800-7
¡ DIN EN ISO 3834-3 
¡ AD 2000 - HP0 

Orbital welding unit
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JOINING TECHNOLOGIES

Subassembly construction

In our assembly department, the parts we fabricate are assembled into complete 
subassemblies. This is carried out by trained staff on the basis of assembly drawings, 
assembly plans and performance specifications.

Clean room assembly

In our air-conditioned clean room (class 10,000), we are able to assemble 
your components in clean room conditions. We have about 100 m² of 
space for this. SU
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VACUUM CHAMBERS
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VACUUM COMPONENTS
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Reinraum-Maschinenverkleidung

SHEET METAL SUBASSEMBLIES

SchaltschrankKühlstrecke

Reinraum-Initializer
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READY-ASSEMBLED UNITS

Verschiebe-Einheit

Texturierwerkzeug Optische Justierung
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Department Manufacturer Type     Axes/Traveling distance (mm)
X Y Z

Sheet metal working CNC 4 kW flat bed laser (stainless steel 16, steel 20, aluminium 10 mm) Trumpf TRU 3040 4,000 2,000 150
CNC edging press Trumpf TruBend 5230 4,000
CNC edging press Trumpf TruBend 5050 1,250
4-roll bending machine (max. width: 3.100 mm, max. thickness: 14 mm) MG EH 314 C

Turning NC cycle lathe     GITAL GA-400 400 1,000
NC cycle lathe     GEMINIS GHT - 5 - 1000 1,000 2,000
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool DMG NEF 400 385 800
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool DMG NEF 600 600 1,250
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool + counter-spindle DMG CTX 500 500 500
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool + y axis + counter-spindle SPINNER TC - 77 SMCY 400 600

Milling CNC portal milling machine tool mag. ZAYER KPCU 5000-AR 5,000 3,250 1,100
CNC moving column milling machine with rotary table + fix table ZAYER KAIROS 6.000 1.500 2.000
CNC machining centre tool mag. DMG DMF 180 1.800 700 700
CNC machining centre tool mag. DMG DMU 65 1.000 840 560
CNC machining centre 14-tool mag. Brother TC - S2A 430 400 250
CNC machining centre 27-tool mag. Brother TC - 22B 700 450 410
CNC machining centre 26-tool mag. Brother TC - 22A 520 420 250
CNC machining centre 26-tool mag. + moving table Brother TC - 32A 450 420 250
CNC machining centre 30-tool mag. YCM MV106A 1,120 600 600
CNC machine tool MAHO MH - 600 600 400 300
CNC machining centre, 5 axes Hermle 600 600 400 400

Stainless steel welding 8 welding stations for TIG and MAG on precision welding tables
Standard steel welding 8 welding stations for TIG and MAG on precision welding tables
Orbital welding 1 welding station ARC Maschines Inc.207A

Glass bead blasting Glass bed system specially for stainless steel KIESS 4,000 3,500 5,000
Standard blasting Blasting system for standard steel KIESS 4,000 3,500 5,000

Ultra sonic cleaning Multi-chamber cleaning bath with additional drying 600 400 300

Cleaning chamber High-pressure cleaner (hot steam and cold water) 4,000 3,500 5,000

Powder coating Washing machine 1,200 1,900 2,300
Oven 1,000 1,500 3,000

Vacuum leak detection Leak detector with prepump and LEYBOLD UL-200 leak detector

Assembly stations approx. 1,500 qm
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EDIS produces with about
100 employees on a total area
of 10,000 m²:
 
Production hall I: 3,000 m²,  
Production hall II: 3,000 m²,  
Production hall III: 4,000 m²

Department Manufacturer Type     Axes/Traveling distance (mm)
X Y Z

Sheet metal working CNC 4 kW flat bed laser (stainless steel 16, steel 20, aluminium 10 mm) Trumpf TRU 3040 4,000 2,000 150
CNC edging press Trumpf TruBend 5230 4,000
CNC edging press Trumpf TruBend 5050 1,250
4-roll bending machine (max. width: 3.100 mm, max. thickness: 14 mm) MG EH 314 C

Turning NC cycle lathe     GITAL GA-400 400 1,000
NC cycle lathe     GEMINIS GHT - 5 - 1000 1,000 2,000
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool DMG NEF 400 385 800
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool DMG NEF 600 600 1,250
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool + counter-spindle DMG CTX 500 500 500
CNC turning revolver lathe, driven tool + y axis + counter-spindle SPINNER TC - 77 SMCY 400 600

Milling CNC portal milling machine tool mag. ZAYER KPCU 5000-AR 5,000 3,250 1,100
CNC moving column milling machine with rotary table + fix table ZAYER KAIROS 6.000 1.500 2.000
CNC machining centre tool mag. DMG DMF 180 1.800 700 700
CNC machining centre tool mag. DMG DMU 65 1.000 840 560
CNC machining centre 14-tool mag. Brother TC - S2A 430 400 250
CNC machining centre 27-tool mag. Brother TC - 22B 700 450 410
CNC machining centre 26-tool mag. Brother TC - 22A 520 420 250
CNC machining centre 26-tool mag. + moving table Brother TC - 32A 450 420 250
CNC machining centre 30-tool mag. YCM MV106A 1,120 600 600
CNC machine tool MAHO MH - 600 600 400 300
CNC machining centre, 5 axes Hermle 600 600 400 400

Stainless steel welding 8 welding stations for TIG and MAG on precision welding tables
Standard steel welding 8 welding stations for TIG and MAG on precision welding tables
Orbital welding 1 welding station ARC Maschines Inc.207A

Glass bead blasting Glass bed system specially for stainless steel KIESS 4,000 3,500 5,000
Standard blasting Blasting system for standard steel KIESS 4,000 3,500 5,000

Ultra sonic cleaning Multi-chamber cleaning bath with additional drying 600 400 300

Cleaning chamber High-pressure cleaner (hot steam and cold water) 4,000 3,500 5,000

Powder coating Washing machine 1,200 1,900 2,300
Oven 1,000 1,500 3,000

Vacuum leak detection Leak detector with prepump and LEYBOLD UL-200 leak detector

Assembly stations approx. 1,500 qm
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EDIS Anlagenbau GmbH
  
Paul-Hohe-Str. 3  
97906 Faulbach
Telefon: +49 (0) 93 92-93 44-0  
Fax: +49 (0) 93 92-93 44-22
info@edis-anlagenbau.de
www.edis-anlagenbau.de
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